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The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 1a

In the Firework-Maker’s Daughter, there are both modern and old elements. 
As you listen to and follow the story, make some notes in the chart below.

What is old about the Firework-
Maker’s Daughter?

What is modern about the Firework-
Maker’s Daughter?
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Character Sheet

The Firew
ork-M

aker’s Daughter is full of great characters. Som
e w

e find out a great deal about, others w
e know

 little. As you read through the 
novel, m

ake notes about any characters w
ho capture your im

agination. 

The Firework Marker’s Daughter: Resource 1b

Character
FactsW

e Know
W

hat I’d like to know
m

ore about
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Quotes about Lila What this shows about 
her character

She would often burn her little fingers, but would soon be 
playing again after her father splashed water on them and 
kissed them better

brave

Read chapter one. What do we find out about Lila? Find quotes used to describe her and 
then explain in a word or short phrase/sentence, what this tells us about her character. 
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Word Page Definition

quail 24
‘

laboriously 25

amulets 55

defiling 57

frivolous
57

daubed 60

gingerly 66

myriad 82

prostrate 88

grovel 88

batik 103

sandalwood 103

palanquin 107

The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 1d
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Reread the letter that Lila writes to her father on page 18. Think about everything that we 
have learned about Lila so far and imagine that you are her. 

You are going to write a longer letter in role as Lila to her father, explaining your feelings 
in greater detail. 

Work in partners to reread pages 4-6 and make notes under the following headings to 
help you with ideas for this letter.  

The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 2a 

What are Lila’s skills and talents as 
as a firework-maker? What belief 
does she have in her own abilities?

What does Lalchand expect his 
daughter to be? 

Why is Lila so angry at her father? What reasons can you think of as to 
why Lila does not expect to see her 
father again? 
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Use the ideas you have collected on Resource 2a and the structure 
below, to help you write a letter, as Lila, to her father, explaining 
how she feels and what she plans to do. Think about how best to 
open and close the letter.

The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 2b 

I do not think that you appreciate my skills and talents as a firework-
maker. 

After raising me, how can you think that I want a life as a wife and 
mother?  

I feel let down by your low expectations of me. 

We will probably not see one another again because

Word Bank

secretive         Fire-Fiend’s Grotto            apprenticeship           

independence frustration Razvani
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The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 2c 

Dear Father

I am writing this letter with great regret and sadness in my heart, however I fear 
that I have no choice but to let you know how I feel.

You have raised me well and have taught me all I need to know. Did I not master 
the art of making Tumbling Demons, Golden Sneezes and Java Lights from an 
early age? Did I not listen well and behave as a dutiful student and daughter? 
Despite all of this, I feel that you do not appreciate my skills and talents as a 
firework maker. I cannot begin to describe how much it hurts me that you do not 
understand that all I have ever wanted is to be a firework maker like you!

As well as this, it was like a blow to my chest when you told me that you should 
have sent me to Aunt Jembavati to be a dancer. To add insult to injury, I could 
not believe that you went on to say that it would be hard to find a husband for 
me with my burned fingers and scorched eyebrows. After raising me, how can 
you think that I would want a life as a dancer, wife and mother? I was born to 
create fireworks- just like you!

I can not begin to explain how let down I feel by your low expectations of me. It 
is as if we are complete strangers who have no understanding of one another, 
instead of father and daughter, master and apprentice, who have worked side by 
side for all of these years. Are you not proud of my abilities? Can you not see 
past my being a girl?

It is with a heavy heart I end this letter. I have completed my apprenticeship and 
now need to make my own way in the world carving my own destiny. I am off to 
seek the grotto of the Fire Fiend to gain the Royal Sulphur. To be a firework 
maker is all I have ever desired and how I wish to live my life.

I find it hard to forgive you father, and feel that we will probably not see one 
another again because of this.

Take care father.
Your ex-daughter
Lila 
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Fronted Adverbials

A fronted adverbial appears at the start of a sentence.
It describes the verb in the sentence (a little like an adverb).
It can describe when, where, how.

The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 3a

When
When Lalchand 
wasn’t home…
Each day…
Next morning…
That evening…

How
Gingerly…
Sprinting…
Suddenly…
Cautiously…
Without thinking…

Where
In the jungle…
Outside the city 
walls…
On the elephant’s 
back…
Beside the stall…

Below are some examples of sentences containing fronted adverbials. 
What do you notice about them? What rules can you see?

When Lalchand was at the paper merchant’s, Lila left.
In the jungle, Lila was ambushed.
Cautiously, Lalchand added gunpowder to his newest firework.
On the elephant’s back, Chulak daubed an advertisement in white 
paint.
Without thinking, he waded in. 

What would happen if you swapped the order of the sentences 
around?

Lila left when Lalchand was at the paper merchant’s.
Lalchand added gunpowder to his newest firework cautiously. 
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The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 3b

What can you see/what 
happens at the 

ceremony?

What can you hear at 
the ceremony?

What can you smell at 
the ceremony?
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Sight

Listen to the section of the novel where we are 
introduced to the water goddess. As you listen, fill in 
any ideas you have under the following headings. 

Sound

Taste Smell

The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 5a 

Touch
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Conjunctions

Conjunctions connect ideas in a sentence. They can be used to turn 
two short sentences into one longer one with more than one clause.

We can use two types of conjunctions: coordinating and 
subordinating.
Coordinating Conjunctions: these are used to join two parts of a 
sentence that are of equal weight or importance.
Subordinating conjunctions: these introduce a subordinate clause – a 
clause that does not make sense on its own.  

The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 5b

Coordinating Conjunctions
These can be remembered 
with the acronym FANBOYS
For
And
Nor
But
Or
Yet
So

Subordinating Conjunctions
after
because
if
since
although
unless
until
when
where

A conjunction does not always have to appear in the middle of a sentence. 
Subordinating conjunctions are a great way to begin sentences. 
Although it’s not incorrect to use a coordinating conjunction to begin a sentence, 
it should be limited as there are better ways to open sentences. 

Below are some examples of sentences beginning with conjunctions.
What do you notice about them? What rules can you see?

As the full moon rose, the sound of gongs and cymbals filled the night air. 
Although no one had seen her arrive, the goddess now stood in the centre of the 
lake. 
When the villagers bowed to her, she listened attentively to their wishes. 

Try swapping the sentences around and note the difference. 
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Chapter 5: The Grotto of the Fire-Fiend

You are going to hear the beginning of chapter 5 where 
Lila finally reaches the Grotto of the Fire-Fiend.
Below are some questions to think about. You may 
wish to make notes on this sheet.  

The Firework Maker’s Daughter: Resource 6a

What does the word ‘swarmed’ on page 73 tell you 
about the way that the fire-imps move?
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

Find the following words on pages 71. Read them in 
the context of the sentence. What do they mean?
• cavern ____________________________________
• toiled ____________________________________

On page 76, we are introduced to the ghosts. Predict 
who you think these are
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
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Sight

gleam
ignite

radiate
ablaze
alight

aflame
blinding
tendrils
molten

Vocabulary Extension

Human Qualities

malevolent
fiendish

destructive
enraged

fierce
vicious
volatile

malignant 
hungry

Sound

roar
hiss

belch
crackle
sizzle
spit

splutter
crepitate

Taste

acrid
bitter

corrosive
overpowering

sulphurous

Smell

Acrid
sulphurous fumes

stench
assailing
scorched
noxious

The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 6b 

Touch

blistering
searing
roast
bake

boiling
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Words to describe fire and flames
Sort the following words into the correct headings listed below: 
sight, sound, taste, touch, smell, human qualities.

The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 6c 

gleam malevolent acrid

bitter blistering fierce

roar searing

corrosive blinding

belch

ablaze

sizzle radiate

enraged assailing

splutter

malignant

scorched

blinding

aflame

crackle

sulphurous 

ignite

crepitate radiate

volatile noxious

roast

boiling

tendrils

bake

hungry

destructive 

overpowering

bake

vicious stench

fiendish

molten

spit

alight

hiss

fumes

ravenous 
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Story map of the Fire-Fiend’s Grotto

The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 7a

1. Lila walks through the 
tunnel and into a great    
cavern.

2.    Flames begin to flicker  
from different areas of 
the cavern and it fills  
with light.

3. Fire-imps appear and 
the cavern is filled with 
activity. 

4. Razvani, the Fire-Fiend, 
appears and all bow to     
him. He asks Lila why 
she has come.

5. When Lila explains she 
wants to be a firework-
maker, Razvani laughs 
and then demands the 
gifts that she hasn’t     
brought.

6. The Fire-Fiend sends   
for the ghosts of those 
who came without gifts 
too and tells Lila that 
she must walk through    
the flames. 
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A description of the Grotto of the Fire-Fiend

The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 7b

The entrance to the Grotto of the Fire-Fiend is hardly visible; a thin 
crack opens in the wall of the mountain. Blink and it would be 
missed! Once through this thin crack, the floor beneath is baking hot 
and almost unbearable to touch. This thin tunnel leads eventually to 
a great, vast cavern, which on first glance, is empty. However, if you 
stay long enough, things start to happen…

One, solo flame appears, licking the wall with a gentle crackle. Then 
another, then another, until the whole cavern is illuminated with a 
fiery glow; the gentle crackle has turned into a loud sizzle and hiss. 

Out of this appears fire imps, swinging their hammers on anvils, 
dancing wildly in glee, their little eyes ablaze and reflecting the 
tendrils of flame and smoke rising from all corners of the Grotto. 
Greedily, they grab bubbling sulphur and devour it with their red 
mouths. Like small children, they slide down the molten lava, 
streaming from the walls of the cavern before disappearing into the 
searing pool of scarlet. And then he appears!

The Fire-Fiend, Razvani, leaps from the heart of the flames that 
dance hungrily about him. The toil of the imps stops and the cavern 
falls into a hush. Like little ants, the imps scatter at his presence and 
bow down to their master. His body is a mass of flame that radiates a 
scorching heat. His voice is the roar of wild fire which makes the 
ground quake and shiver. His malignant presence fills the cavern. The 
world seems to hold its breath.  
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Use the frame below to help you to write a description of the 
Grotto of the Fire-Fiend.
Use the questions as prompts to make you think.
You may add any of your own details.

The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 7c

Paragraph One
Describe the entrance of the grotto. Think about what can be seen 
and heard when first entering the cavern.

Paragraph Two
Describe the appearance of the fire imps. What are they doing? How 
does the noise change? 
Remember to use lots of the words looked at from yesterday’s 
lesson. 
What do the imps do when Razvani appears? 

Paragraph Three
Describe the appearance of Razvani.
What does he look like? Use the classes’ drawings to help you.
What do the imps do?

Don’t Forget:

• Use Resource 6b from yesterday to help you with vocabulary.
• You may use any of the sentences written yesterday in today’s 

work.
• Don’t forget to use conjunctions in your sentences to extend 

clauses and fronted adverbials.
• Use the fire words collected and sorted yesterday.
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The Structure of a Story

The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 8a

The Beginning
Main characters and setting introduced

The Build-Up
How is excitement built? 

The Problem/Dilemma
What problems are introduced?

The Resolution
How are things solved?

The Ending 
Is a lesson learned? Is there a message?

The Beginning
Main characters and setting introduced

The Build-Up
How is excitement built? 

The Problem/Dilemma
What problems are introduced?

The Resolution
How are things solved?

The Ending 
Is a lesson learned? Is there a message?

Title: Title:
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You are going to be planning and writing a story to show the backstory of 
Razvani, the Fire-Fiend. 
Work in your group with adult support to discuss these questions to help 
you to generate ideas for your story. 

Was Razvani always a Fire-Fiend?
If not, how did he become one?

Did or does Razvani have family?

How did he meet the fire imps? Did he create them?

Why are the fire imps important?

Is Razvani good, bad or neither?

What words can you think of to describe Razvani’s appearance 
and personality?

What magical powers does he have?

What questions would you like to ask Razvani?

The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 9a
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Planning Sheet
A Missing Chapter for the Firework-Maker’s Daughter

Razvani- The Fire-Fiend’s Back Story

Describe Razvani’s childhood and early life.
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Describe how Razvani came to be the Fire-Fiend.
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Climax (how did Razvani come to be in the Grotto) and what 
happened here? Perhaps mention the fire imps.
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Ending – think of a suitable way to end your story. 
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 9b
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Planning Sheet
A Missing Chapter for the Firework-Maker’s Daughter

Description of setting. 

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Build up. What adventure/quest/dilemma will your character have? 

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Climax (how does your character solve the problem/overcome adversity)? 

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Ending- think of a suitable way to end your story. 

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Description of character.

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 9c
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Planning Sheet
A Missing Chapter for the Firework-Maker’s Daughter

Character Description

______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

Setting Description

_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________

Opening

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Build up

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Climax

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________

Ending

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

Powerful vocabulary 

___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________

The Firework Maker’s Daughter: Resource 9d
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The Firework-Maker’s Daughter: Resource 10a

Success Criteria: An Extra Chapter 

I have used a good range of 
conjunctions to:

• join sentences
• begin sentences 

I have used commas correctly after 
fronted adverbials and subordinate 
clauses at the start of a sentence.

I have used powerful vocabulary.

I have structured my story carefully. 


